FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
DCS Global Named 2019 Best in KLAS for Patient Access Solutions
Recognition from independent, healthcare IT insights company affirms commitment to
delivering superior solutions to help providers
DALLAS – January 31, 2019 – DCS Global (“the Company”), a leading provider of healthcare
patient access and revenue cycle technology solutions, announced today that it has earned the
2019 Best in KLAS award for the Patient Access category. The award is based on customer
comments and insights and reflects the Company’s close connection with and unmatched
service to its clients. Healthcare leaders, and their patients, continue to achieve incomparable
value by using the DCS technology platform.
“The real story here comes from the voice of the healthcare professionals we serve. The
substantial outcomes they achieve in using DCS Global technology is paramount to how KLAS
measures value, and it is an honor to be independently recognized as a decisive Best in KLAS
leader helping our partners achieve superior results,” said Steven Huddleston, CEO of DCS
Global. “That honor is shared by my colleagues, whose hard work and commitment to
excellence is what powers our company.”
Adam Gale, President of KLAS, commented, “Best in KLAS raises the bar for healthcare
technology. Providers and payers demand better performance, usability, and interoperability.
Ultimately, Best in KLAS helps foster greater value in the healthcare technology market from
which providers can select the tools they need to facilitate superior care and improved
outcomes.”
Huddleston also noted that winners in the rapidly changing healthcare technology landscape will
deliver comprehensive and integrated solutions that encompass robust analytic and patient
insight capabilities. “Providers want partners who can integrate with existing EMR systems while
providing innovative and seamless solutions that yield discernable value, as defined in terms of
both financial results and patient experience.”
For the full "2019 Best in KLAS: Software & Services" report, visit:
https://klasresearch.com/report/2019-best-in-klas-software-services/1473
About KLAS
KLAS is an independent research firm on a global mission to improve health care delivery by
enabling providers and payers to be heard and counted. Working with thousands of health care
professionals, KLAS gathers insights on software, services and medical equipment to deliver
timely reports, trending data and statistical overviews. KLAS data is accurate, honest and
impartial. The research directly represents the voice of health care professionals and acts as a
catalyst for improving vendor performance. To learn more about KLAS and the insights we
provide, visit www.KLASresearch.com.
About DCS Global
DCS Global is a leading provider of healthcare patient access and revenue cycle technology
solutions. Healthcare providers maximize revenue and reduce inefficiencies throughout the
revenue cycle with the flagship DCS platform iPAS (Integrated Patient Access Solutions). With

iPAS, providers increase reimbursement and collection early in the revenue cycle by increasing
the quality of patient registrations, maximizing point of service payments, and leveraging cloudbased design to facilitate electronic collaboration between the patient, provider, and payer.
Discover more at www.dcsglobal.com.
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